
Players partner up and skate around in a zone passing to teammate.
Coaches can add rules (forehand, backhand, sauce, one-touch, must
pass off boards etc.). Alternate (30 seconds each) between partner
passing skating and other options listed below:

Stationary passing: forehand, backhand, sauce passes, one-

touch, bullet passes, deceptive passes

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=K2yxMpe3rjg&feature=youtu.be).

Puck protection, example 1- with touching or without touching

the puck (emphasize small area, not skate around the rink!)

Puck exposure example 2- player   skates at  (who is

playing Dummy Defence) and makes a move to go around

defender. Turn around and go back the other way. Great

opportunity to be creative and try dif�cult moves (under stick,

through legs, spin-o-rama, toe-drag, etc.)

Strong stick- one player in hockey stance other player trying to

lift/move their stick

Tug-of-war- players share sticks (one hand with each) and try to

pull each other their direction

Push-of-war- players use one stick (two hands each) and try to

push each other the opposite direction

 

Key Points

Heads up passing. During skating very important to

communicate and give a target for passer

Don't turn back on puck- pivot opening up to puck and always

being an option. 
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These are 3 introductory progression drills for coaches to work on
with new goalies.

Stance/butter�y: introduce proper body positioning. Have

player drop down, and get up focusing on teaching points. After

that have goalie stand upright and shoot pucks low on ice having

athlete direct pucks into the corner (minimize arm movement

when de�ecting pucks, slight wrist turn)

T-drill: using 2 c-cuts goalie comes out of the net for a shot, then

shuf�es to the left, right (can use cones) and back to center for a

second shot, then c-cuts backwards to net.

T-push from post: Goalie T-pushes from post to top of crease

area (beginners will struggle with distance) for a shot from

coach, alternate sides.

Key Points

Stance: Feet little more than shoulder width apart, skates

parallel to each other, chest up (see the logo), hands in front of

body, stick 8 inches in front of skates

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8Zvqib7Lyk)

Butter�y: Drive knees to the ice, hips forward/butt up, chest up,

shoulders level, squeeze pants/knees together, extend pads

(cover as much space as possible), stick blade down and hands

up!

C-cuts: forwards- weight on heel of inside edges, backwards-

weight on inside edge of toe, maintain stance while moving

Shuf�e: Weight on inside edges, to start transfer weight to drive

(push) leg, to stop place weight on lead leg, quiet upper body,

lead leg maintains stance, always ready

T-push: turn head, rotate hips, lead with stick/hands, lift drive

(push) leg slightly off ice after push, stop by using inside edge of

lead leg, set feet in stance square to shot

For more information on basic goaltending visit:
https://www.usahockeygoaltending.com/page/show/866192-
goaltender-basics
 

See website for multiple puck control drills to conduct: Such as- inside
edges, outside edges, tight turns, mohawks, pivots facing 1 direction,
inside out pivots.
Include puck once skills are done and add: fakes and pull (left and
right), forehand only (skating forwards/backwards), expansion (long
reach), between legs, scooting 360
https://www.icehockeysystems.com/blog/coaching-tips/36-unique-
hockey-skills-can-be-practiced-simple-setup
 

Goalie 101 0 mins

Finnish Skill Series 7 mins



1 starts with a puck and goes around either of the tires,  2 reads
the play and skates around the other tire.  1 passes the puck to  2
who receives the puck and takes a quick shot on goal. Both players
crash the net for a rebound. After goal or puck is covered the shooter
picks up another puck behind and passes to the next person in line  3
who starts the next cycle with  4.
 

Key Points

Quick release/underhandle puck on shot and crash the net.

Only 1 pass allowed

Have players in con�ned area (zone, or circle depending on number).
Each player has a puck except one player who is the "unfreezer."
Players try to tag everyone else in the area by touching their puck to the
other players skates, if tagged player must stand frozen in a good
hockey stance. The unfreezer can free a players by sticking handling
their puck through the frozen players skates. Coaches might need to
participate in order to ensure some players are being frozen, especially
for beginners.

Key Points

Heads up while skating/head on a swivel.

Game starts with coach dumping a puck on net, two players race for
1v1 battle down low, whoever gains possession is on offense and trying
to score. On change of possession player must pass to shooter ( )
who skates with the puck and must shoot from any gap in the tires
changing the point of attack. Shooter Play out the 1v1 for 30 seconds.
Progressions:

Shooter ( ) moves around to receive a puck from anywhere,

but must shoot from a different gap from where they received a

pass.

Add a shooter for each team so 1v1 players must identify

teammate to pass puck on change of possession.

Can play 2v2 with similar rules.

Key Points

Both players need to crash the net after the pass, either for

tip/rebound or to clear the puck and try to gain possession.

Defender remain with attacking player, not attacking the

shooter.

Royal road shooting 7 mins
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Puck Tag 7 mins

Shooting Lanes 1v1 7 mins
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Drill focuses on attacking the net through defenders, instead of around
them.

1 starts by passing to either   player in the circle then

skates behind the play they passed to.

 softly spots the puck along the boards for  1 to retreive.

1 recovers puck and passes to the other  , then skates

behind that player as well.  also spots the puck towards the

boards.

Upon retrieving the second puck,  1 attacks the net between

token defenders  , using their body and stick to shield the

puck.

Progressions:
Passers one-touch the puck back to the boards

Passers provide token pressure after 2nd puck forcing attacking

to make moves

Retrievers must pick up puck then cut back before next

pass/attacking the net

Key Points

Proper retrieval habits- shoulder checks, approach at angle,

skate at �rst touch

Maintain speed and attack the net fast

Players play 2v2 in con�ned area. Designate which net each team
shoots at. Focus on winning puck and underhandling to get pucks to
the net.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOhkdUSTS1w

Key Points

Possess and protect puck

Find and attack open space

Gain defensive side position

Two nets facing the same direction, one at the top of the circles.
Coaches/passers are positioned at the half-walls. Players play 3v3, 4v4,
2v2, etc... and can score on either net. Players must pass to a pass on
the half-wall on change of possession. Line change on the whistle. If
one team scores coach dumps in a new puck on net.

Players cannot guard the passer.

Deceptive Retrieval and Net Drive 7 mins
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Perti 2v2 7 mins

Levels / Layers 8 mins


